The Royal Navy Squadron for the Irish Sea  
16 February 1642

The Fellowship: Thomas Cole, Captain

300 Tons, 90 men
2 Demi-Culverins, 14 Sakers, 8 Minions
40 Barrels of Powder, 40 rounds to each piece
30 Muskets, 30 Half-Pikes, 20 Swords
6 cables, 5 Anchors and a Kedge Anchor, 2 "Suits of Sails, whereof One half-worn the other new", 1 Ton spare Cordage "besides the Rigging", 5 Halsers

The Mary: William Chappell, Captain

100 Tons, 40 men
10 Minions
16 barrels of Powder, 40 rounds to each piece
20 Muskets, 20 Half-pikes
5 Cables, 4 Anchors and a Kedge Anchor, 2 "Suits of Sails, the One new, the other half-worn", 12cwt of new cordage "for stores", 5 Halsers

The Little Mary: (Blank)

60 Tons, 30 men
6 Minions
10 Barrels of Powder, 40 rounds to each piece
15 Muskets, 15 Half-pikes, 15 Swords
5 Cables, 4 Anchors and a Kedge Anchor, 2 "Suits of Sails, the One new, the other half-worn", 8cwt of new cordage "of several sizes", 16 long oars
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